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Chanel's  interlocking C's

 
By SARAH JONES

Exclusivity and desirability go hand in hand for China's wealthy, with the same brands ranked in the top five for both
characteristics in a new study by Promise Consulting and BNP Exane.

Herms takes home top prize for exclusivity, which measures the consistent quality of goods, the brand's prestige, the
valuation of the brand's customers and its ability to justify a high price point. Chinese consumers are generally
becoming more sophisticated luxury consumers, making for tougher competition between labels for their attention
and affection.

"We've noticed in our other surveys that the most desirable brands maintain a higher exclusivity, because of their
products' upper quality, their unique savoir-faire and their devotion to elitist clients," said Philippe Jourdan, CEO of
Promise Consulting. "Despite the ranking, Chanel and Herms are rather close on both indicators.

"Chanel's first position on desirability is the consecration of its  very coherent strategy, both on ready-to-wear,
handbags, luxury shoes, fragrances and jewelry," he said. "The refinement of the haute couture collections, the
success of the cruises and ready-to-wear collections, the tribute to arts and crafts, including the 2010 Paris -Shanghai
collection, contribute to an irresistible ascension for the brand with the 2 Cs, strengthened by successful cultural and
artistic manifestations: Chanel Culture in Shanghai, Beijing, then Guangzhou, and The Little Black Jacket, in Beijing
and then Shanghai, etc.

"Concerning Herms, its leadership on exclusivity is explained by its permanent investments in China, as symbolized
by the implementation of a flagship in Shanghai in 2014 and the launch of the Chinese brand Shang Xia. Besides,
Herms' brand image and the conception of its  products meet the needs of the Chinese clients, who are searching for
products that are less visible, branded more discreetly, that reflect an authentic savoir-faire and upper quality.

"Those brands may take advantage of the situation."

Promise Consulting and BNP Exane's "Exclusivity and Desirability Barometer" surveyed 600 women among the top
3 percent of households in China in September 2015, asking them about the 30 brands across ready-to-wear,
footwear, leather goods and accessories which have made the most investments in communication in the market.
This is a follow-up to a survey of French women conducted in May 2015.
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In exclusivity, Herms indexes 162, placing it well above the average 100 of the top 15 brands. Aside from Prada,
which placed fourth, the rest of the top five is dominated by French houses, with Louis Vuitton in second, Chanel
following and Dior in fifth.

Herms fall/winter 2014 shoe collection

Herms has a healthy lead over Louis Vuitton and Chanel, which index at 145 and 144 respectively for exclusivity.

These same houses also ranked in desirability, albeit in a slightly different order. Here, Chanel takes the top
position, with Herms, Prada, Louis Vuitton and Dior following in order.

Promise Consulting partner Philippe Jourdan partially attributes Chinese consumers' desire for Chanel to the brand's
exhibitions staged in the country. These included its multi-city Culture Chanel and Little Black Jacket expositions
(see story).
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Poster for Culture Chanel exhibit in Beijing

Surprisingly, some of the brands that have achieved the most awareness in China did not make it into the top five on
other lists. Notably, Gucci and Burberry, which trail Chanel in second and third place for awareness, are not
included in the top five for desirability or exclusivity.

Burberry almost makes the cut for desirability, coming in sixth, but places ninth for exclusivity.

"According to the results, preferences are driven by the following issues: the ability to maintain the balance between
exclusivity and desirability and the ability to incorporate Chinese elements to products without over-customizing,"
Mr. Jourdan said.

"The success of Herms also underlines the brand's ability to be both exclusive and discreet."

Economic climate
Chinese luxury consumption has seen a number of roadblocks in the past couple of years, including recent stock
market turbulence.

However, even with a faltering economy, Chinese consumption is projected to rise $2.3 trillion by 2020, according to
new research by Boston Consulting Group and AliResearch Institute.

Households with disposable incomes of $24,000 or more will drive 81 percent of consumption growth through 2020,
creating demand for high-end goods and services. With rising incomes, a younger generation gaining spending
power and growing ecommerce expenditures, brands will need to adjust their strategies (see story).

As the government cracks down on corruption, purchases of lavish gifts have ebbed, allowing new leaders to
emerge in place of more traditional players.

While overall spending in China is back up to where it was in 2013, spending on gifts has decreased 30 percent over
the past two years, according to a report by Hurun.

Chinese consumers' preferences when gifting have shifted, and Apple has displaced traditional luxury brands such
as Herms and Louis Vuitton as the top choice of brand for presents (see story).

"On the domestic market, the economic climate conducts the main luxury groupsLVMH, Kering and Richemont, for
instanceto reconsider their price strategy and to dynamize their smallest brands.

"For instance, LVMH pushes Fendi, thanks to its successful Peekaboo collection, Cline and Loewe, those two
targeting the youngest luxury buyers who are not concerned by the fight against corruption," he said. "Richemont
pushes Lancel, as the brand capitalizes on its affordable prices to seduce the youngest, and Chloe, with strong
communication towards its Drew handbag."
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